Astronomy in Thailand
In terms of the ambitions Botswana may harbour to use Space Sciences as a vehicle for
educational, economic and social advancement, the work being done in this regard in a
fellow aspirational middle-income country, Thailand, may be instructive. Botswana, and
in turn the ASB, are therefore developing strong links with our Thai counterparts.
Already, a Memorandum of Understanding on mutual cooperation in astronomy exists
between BIUST and the National Astronomical Research Institute of Thailand (NARIT)
that has for example enabled Batswana students to study at the Institute and they will
bring their new skills in radio and optical astronomy back to Botswana. The ASB has
also begun to establish links to NARIT through the Society’s Vice Chair, Prof Mike Bode,
who chairs NARIT’s International Scientific Advisory Committee (ISAC). We plan to use
NARIT’s global robotic telescope network for example in a future ASB event.
Thailand has a long history of interest in astronomy, particularly fostered through the
Thai Royal Family. The National Astronomical Research Institute of Thailand began
formal operation in 2008 as the national coordinating body for the development of
astronomy and related space science in Thailand. The Thai government acknowledge
the important role the subject can play in its efforts to move to a Knowledge-Based
Economy that can compete with neighbouring nations such as Japan, Korea, Malaysia
and Singapore in terms of science and technology and associated industries.
NARIT therefore works very closely with the Thai Government and all the universities
in Thailand that have an interest and expertise in astronomy to develop the subject
nationally and internationally at several levels. There are around a dozen such
universities in the country. Academic staff at NARIT also teach at Chiang Mai University
– the city of Chiang Mai being where NARIT headquarters is situated in the new
‘AstroPark’. A video (in Thai) can be found here.

The new ‘AstroPark’ in Chiang Mai, officially opened by HRH Princess Sirindhorn in 2020
(Credt: NARIT)

A significant part of this development has been a national programme that NARIT
oversees of sponsoring talented students to go abroad to gain PhDs in astronomy. These
students then come back to permanent academic positions in Thailand at the successful
completion of their studies. There are now around 20 of these highly qualified
academics in Thai universities with more in the (continuous) pipeline.
The Institute now comprises over 200 staff (of which around 150 are permanent)
divided into several core functions:

Outreach
NARIT operates a very large programme aimed at using Space Sciences, and in
particular astronomy, to enthuse school students about the study of STEM subjects
through their innate interest in the subject. The programme includes the provision of
several hundred (Thai manufactured) telescopes to schools across the country with the
training of teachers in the use of these and the complementary resources that NARIT
provides.

Some of the Dobsonian telescopes supplied by NARIT to Thai schools (at front; Credit: M
Bode)

NARIT also runs frequent special events for schools and also the general public. For
example, the total lunar eclipse of January 31st 2018, several thousand people took part
in observations at a Chiang Mai shopping mall. Over 7 million individuals joined the
progress of the eclipse via the NARIT Facebook Live page. This was the largest such
audience any public body in Thailand has ever known.

Members of the public at a Chiang Mai shopping mall watch a total eclipse of the Moon
under the guidance of NARIT astronomers (Credit: M Bode)

The main dome and observing deck of one of the Thai Regional Public Observatories (Credit:
NARIT)

The planetarium at a Thai Regional Public Observatory (Credit: NARIT)

As a flagship, the Institute leads the development of 5 fully-staffed Public Observatories
sited strategically across Thailand. Each contains a large planetarium, telescopes for
school and public use and an open-air auditorium among other facilities. They attract
around 100,000 visitors a year each, primarily school children, but also tourists.
Botswana aspires to build such a public observatory and NARIT is keen to help.
Together with the other elements of their programme, public outreach in Space
Sciences in Thailand is now World-beating.

Observational and Ancillary Facilities; Technology Development
NARIT oversaw the development of the Thai National Observatory, including a large
(2.4m) optical telescope (the Thai National Telescope, ‘TNT’ – the largest in SE Asia) at
the nearby peak of Doi Inthanon. NARIT has been successfully operating the TNT since
2014, plus a network of smaller fully-robotic telescopes at sites around the globe. These
are used for both research and education.

Members of the NARIT International Scientific Advisory Committee, chaired by Mike
Bode (centre), plus Dame Jocelyn Bell-Burnell and Thai observatory staff, in front of the
dome of the 2.4m TNT (Credit: NARIT)

Telescope control room monitor at the Thai National Observatory showing the locations around
the globe of the NARIT robotic telescope network. Note the lack of any current facility at the
longitude of Botswana, and NARIT is keen to help Botswana establish an observing facility to
bridge this gap in global coverage (Credit: M. Bode)

NARIT now builds its own complex instruments for the TNT. The coating plant for the
telescope mirror was also manufactured by a Thai company as their first such product.
Through future provision of similar coating plants this led directly to Thailand
becoming a full member of the international Cerenkov Telescope Array project, which is
one of the flagship projects of international astronomy for the 2020s
In 2015, NARIT embarked on the development of a 40m radio telescope which is
nearing completion near the NARIT headquarters in Chiang Mai. When operational in
2021, the telescope will be part of the East Asian VLBI Network which in turn will work
globally with projects such as the European VLBI Network and potentially the AVN
(African Very Long Baseline Interferometry Network, of which Botswana is a partner).

The ‘big lift’ of the main dish of the new 40m diameter Thai National Radio Telescope in
February 2020. The mobile crane is the largest in Thailand and the figures at the top of
the main structure give an idea of the scale (Credit: NARIT)

Research
Staff astronomers, plus post-doctoral staff and research students, undertake a varied
programme of internationally-competitive research at NARIT. This not only uses the
facilities that NARIT has developed, but also time gained competitively on facilities
around the globe and in space. The work of the researchers at NARIT is also facilitated
by a local High Performance Computing centre with a 500 node machine, the third most
powerful in Thailand and in very high demand not just for astronomy but other
applications such as atmospheric physics for air pollution studies.

Supporting Functions
NARIT has a dedicated department that handles International Relations. The Institute
has signed Memoranda of Understanding on cooperation with several nations and
institutions around the globe and continues actively to develop such links. Following a
visit to NARIT in January 2018 by a team from BIUST an MoU on future collaboration in
this area was signed and 2 BIUST MSc engineering students are currently working at
NARIT as part of their studies.
NARIT is led by a Director who reports to an Executive Board and the operation and
development of NARIT is informed by advice from an International Scientific Advisory
Committee (ISAC) which has met annually in Thailand since 2013.
In February 2018, ISAC received plans from NARIT to lead Thailand’s first space
satellite project, due for launch in 2023. NARIT is in charge of payload development as a
leading part of the ‘Space Technology National Platform’. This small consortium has
been created to provide support and continuity in developing space technology and
future research capability in the country.
All the above has been achieved in around 15 years with ambition, skill and government
support. Botswana can do likewise, and NARIT is keen to help.

